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Summary. Membrane Computing provides machine-oriented models of computation,
with types and variants including different elements inspired from living cells. Proven
computationally complete from their inception, they also showed their ability to solve
computationally hard problems. Thus, it is crucial accompanying the theoretical stud-
ies with the practical materialization of these devices. While their real implementation
presents serious limitations, a more affordable goal is the simulation of these machines,
both to aid in the understanding of the theoretical models, and to provide tools to solve
problems in different areas (Biology, Economy, robot control, etc.) by P systems-based
models. Several works have analysed the history and state of the art of the simulation
tools for P systems, the last one in 2016. Therefore, instead of repeating this information,
we decided to provide a brief summary, along with an interactive tool to visualize on-line
the evolution of these simulators, intended to stay updated as new simulation tools keep
appearing on stage.

1 Introduction

Natural computing is characterised by the fact that it provides conceptual and
practical tools inspired in living nature, observing phenomena that can be some-
how viewed as calculation procedures. Some branches within this area are inspired
by evolutionary processes (as genetic, evolutionary algorithms and others) or cer-
tain types of animal behaviours (ant/bee colonies, etc.). These types of approaches
have been mostly applied to optimization problems through the provision of ap-
proximate solutions. Others, instead, focus in lower levels of organization, as it
might be the case of DNA computing or Membrane computing, among others.

Since its appearance in November 1998, as introduced in [12, 13], membrane
computing has supplied a number of computational devices (P systems, initially
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called super-cell systems), of different types (cell-like, tissue-like, neuron-like, mul-
tienvironment, P colonies, kernel P systems, MP systems, etc.), with many vari-
ants, each one providing different elements making them sound to attack certain
relevant problems from a theoretical or a practical point of view.

While many of these types and variants of P systems have been used to solve
computationally hard problems, and a number of them have provided subtle tools
to get thinner and thinner boundaries between P and NP classes (assuming
P 6= NP), other set of types and variants have been useful in the computational
modelling of certain real-life phenomena, both at a micro and a macro level.

The design and verification of solutions are tough tasks, especially when deal-
ing with NP-complete problems solved with minimalistic variants of P systems
trying to reduce the number of ingredients involved in the design of these ma-
chines (types and length of rules, structures, etc.) In addition, the computational
modelling of complex systems, usually involving a huge number of elements and
interactions among them, represents another challenge in terms of the difficulty
of understanding how the system is evolving taking into account all the processes
involved in such an evolution.

Given this scenario, it is crucial to have as much help as possible to handle these
P systems, and software tools here play an essential role. They can aid in many
related tasks, which can differ depending on the specific needs. These assistants
can be used to define or specify the syntax and semantics of the solutions for
hard problems or the computational models for complex systems. Besides, some
tools can be used to help in the formal verification of these solutions. In addition,
the simulation of the computational devices supports researchers in the task of
exploring the implications of the addition or removal of certain elements on the
systems under study.

Bearing in mind the needs just introduced, a variety of software applications
and tools have been provided along the years. Not surprisingly, there have been
a number of publications explaining those developments. Besides, several works
have been presented reviewing the state of the art in the simulation, since the
early days of membrane computing up to now. Consequently, it will not be the
goal of this survey to provide a new analysis of the same tools. Instead, we will go
very briefly over the main facts on the evolution of the simulators, recalling the
main sources where any reader can find deep explanations about every simulator,
and will present some on-line tool where all the main simulation tools are placed
along a time line, starting in 1998 to the present time, and aiming to continue
growing in the future.

The rest of this work is consequently devoted to this brief outline of the mile-
stones the discipline of Membrane computing has gone through. Section 2 sum-
marizes the initial steps in the simulation of P systems, from 1998 to 2004. After
that, Section 3 describes the main facts related with the period between 2005 and
2010. Then, Section 4 enumerates the most recent developments introduced in this
decade, from 2011 to 2017. In Section 5, an interactive tool to show the evolution
in the simulation of simulator of P systems is presented. Finally, Section 6 analyses
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the present and some prospects about the future of the simulation in Membrane
computing.

2 Early days in Membrane Computing

Almost two decades ago, the appearance of Membrane computing in 1998 [12]
opened a fascinating branch of Natural computing bringing elements from its cel-
lular inspiration, formal languages theory, Turing and the essence of computability
models. The super-cell systems introduced at that moment (re-named definitely
as P systems in 2000 [13]) provided characterisations of recursively enumerable
languages. The computational power of these systems was not studied in that first
work, but while the computational completeness was obtained “without the need
of a parallel synchronized evolution” of objects and membranes, it was highlighted
there the intuition that the theoretical model proposed, taking advantage of the
inherent parallelism present in biological cells, could provide tools to explore an ex-
ponential search space working non-deterministically on a number of “processors”.
Later works would prove the actual ability of some variants, as P systems with
active membranes, to solve hard problems efficiently, providing a deep analysis in
terms of computational complexity and the power of these devices. Besides this
intuition, since this very first foundational technical report, the remarks section
pointed towards the possibility of a practical implementation of super-cell sys-
tems, in biological or electronic media. At that respect, the document emphasized
the importance of looking for answers to many open problems by directing the
theoretical studies to the most promising and practically relevant path.

The need of implementing or at least simulating these theoretical devices was
therefore always there from the inception of the discipline of Membrane computing.
Consequently, the first simulators for P systems were developed soon after the
appearance of the foundational work [12], being submitted in 1999, before the
first regular paper [13] presenting the discipline (see [15, 17]). As pointed out in
a first survey work about simulators [6] (included in [2]), the focus in this first
stage was to try to understand better the recently created computing model, with
both pedagogical and research purpose, acting as assistants to study different
computations of P systems, helping in tasks as design and verification of these
cellular solutions, possibly suggesting invariants that could help in proofs.

As also highlighted in that survey of software available up to 2004-2005 [6],
some restrictions were present when simulating P systems: on the one hand, the
non-determinism of these devices cannot be in essence captured, but somehow
simulated by the generation of pseudo-random numbers; on the other hand, a
crucial aspect in Membrane computing gets definitely constrained or significantly
reduced when simulating in digital computers: the massive parallelism inherent at
different levels in P systems (objects inside each region evolving simultaneously -
not to mention the evolution of different parts of a string in the case of string-based
systems -, and every compartment - membrane, cell or neuron - possibly evolving at
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the same time). Despite those practical limitations, especially present in the early
days, the first generation of simulators for cellular systems could provide interesting
tools for teaching and mostly research, aiding to a better understanding, valuable
support for theoretical research and assistant for verification. For those interested
in the details of these initial works, we strongly recommend the reading of [6].
They were extensively analysed in that book chapter, and it would make no major
sense to repeat the work conducted there, so we will simply enumerate the main
contributions of those years in each direction.

First of all, in those early days appeared the first P system simulators for
transition P systems: in [15] they used LISP to build a simulator aimed to address
real-life problems (as the Brusselator model or initial models in ecological systems,
see [16]). and [17], in Prolog. They were followed closely by [18] (in Scheme, based
on the formalization presented in [19]) and [20] (in Haskell, based on previous
works analysing algorithmic aspects, the framework and the data structures used,
see [21, 22, 23, 24, 25]). After these ones, a new simulator for transition P systems
using Java was presented in [26]. Along with these sequential programs, the first
two parallel simulators were presented, with the aim of partially exploiting the
capabilities of the theoretical models in terms of efficiency: a first one [27, 28] was
implemented in C++, making use of MPI to communicate threads, while the other
one [29], implemented in Java, made use of RMI for the communication among
processes in different computers.

After the first two simulators mentioned [15, 17], simultaneously to the contri-
butions just outlined, some developments were made for additional types of cell
devices. That was the case of P systems with active membranes (as defined in [1]),
with a first simulator [30] (also see [14]), in Visual C++, that also worked with cat-
alytic cell systems. After that two new simulators were presented, one using CLIPS
in [31] (to solve problems as Bin-packing [32] or CAP [33]), and another contribu-
tion using Prolog, in [34], to solve other NP-complete problems (see [35, 36, 37]),
and also including a tool to analyse the descriptive complexity of P systems, based
on the so-called Sevilla carpets (see [38, 39, 40]).

A relevant contribution was also made within other types of P systems, as it
would be the case of the implementation of catalytic P systems presented in [41],
and the simulator for maximally parallel multiset-rewriting systems with promot-
ers/inhibitors in [42], used to prove theorems presented in [43, 44]. Other simulator
developed during those early years in Membrane computing was SubLP-Studio,
for both L and P systems (see [45], available at [138]). It included some graphical
components showing the growth of plants [46, 47].

Besides complete simulators, other interesting tools appeared during that pe-
riod, as a library (in C language) to ease the representation and simulation of P
systems [48].

Finally, in that period some interesting contributions appeared trying to get
closer to the implementation of P systems in silico through hardware components,
as the FPGA based implementation described in [49], were they cited as possible
precursor [50].
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A much broader explanation of the main milestones of this period and details
over the simulators can be found at [6]. Besides, an online tool has been provided
to follow the evolution in an interactive way, also providing further details and
references, in [139].

3 A second stage: from particular to general

The previous section outlined some facts related with the initial steps in Membrane
computing. It implied an exciting period where the emergence of the discipline led
to the growth of the research community, the appearance of tools to support the
theoretical findings, and some case studies related with NP-complete problems
and with modelling of biological phenomena started to shed some light about
future lines for the practical use of P systems tools in short term. The theories,
algorithms and software developed laid crucial foundations for the new stages,
clarifying the challenges to face when facing the simulation of the types of machines
designed within Membrane computing, sound structures to handle these devices
and technical constraints imposed by the state of the technology.

During the following few years, from 2005-2006 until 2010, we witnessed an
explosion in the number of types of variants of P systems, from classical cell-like to
tissue-like and neuron-like P systems, along with new stochastic and probabilistic
approaches, involving environments and other elements enriching the conceptual
tool-kit of frameworks to solve problems by means of cellular systems. This burst
came together with a proportional increase in the number of simulation tools to
help managing the different problems addressed during this period. As the number
of possible domains to apply new variants of P systems was growing, the choice
of developing new software tools for each specific problem or sub-typology started
to be at least questionable, given the significant effort for a limited profit. It was
therefore the moment of changing the focus of the simulators from specific to
general purpose tools, able to deal not with a P system designed for a specific
problem, but software to manage as many machines as possible within a certain
framework inside Membrane computing, or even providing general functionality
applicable to devices as different as cell-like, neuron-like or multi-environment
P systems. In most cases, during the previous stage, ad-hoc software tools were
developed for checking specific models. This idea was progressively turning into
more general views and tools. Besides general purpose tools, a significant feature
characterised several simulators in this generation: the application to real-world
problems in biology. For a detailed analysis of the software for P systems until 2010
we recommend [3], providing an exhaustive survey within the Oxford Handbook on
Membrane Computing [3], most complete collective volume to date. In addition,
due to the permanent evolution of the discipline, it would be also advisable to check
the P systems web site [137] for updated information about software simulators
and tools.

As mentioned in previous sections and detailed in Section 5, we have tried to
present in this bulletin a collection of the main references in web format, includ-
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ing the main achievements in each period. We strongly recommend the reader to
contact the author if you detect any simulation tool within Membrane comput-
ing missing in this site that you consider convenient to include, so that we can
maintain it as complete as possible, as a valuable resource for the community and
those others interested in Membrane computing and especially those focused in
the simulation of its devices, P systems.

In what follows, we will briefly over a non-complete list of significant contribu-
tions to this period, but a more exhaustive list can be found in the sources cited
and the interactive tool provided in [139].

During the last few years of the first generation, some works had started ex-
ploring new paths in the application of Membrane computing. Along with all
these simulators presented in that phase for classical P systems, where maximal
parallelism was generally applied as the execution strategy, it took place the ap-
pearance of the first tool [51] for the modelling of biological processes [53] through
a variant of P systems (from [52]) including probabilistic elements applied for the
execution of the rules. A different approach (unless with a development inspired
in [15, 17, 30]) emerged in those years by the University of Verona, leading to the
development of PSim (available since 2004 in [138], and described years later in
[54, 55]).

Along the year 2006, different initiatives led to the development of several
simulators from different places of a growing community. Thus, in a joint effort
between Sevilla and Sheffield two implementations of multi-compartmental Gille-
spie’s algorithm to simulate stochastic P systems (in C and Scilab, respectively)
was delivered [143], along with a tool [57] (written in Java) for the manipula-
tion of SBML files from CellDesigner. The framework designed was applied to
several relevant papers in the modelling of biological phenomena at a micro level
[58, 59, 60, 60]. Other significant contributions of this generation were made by
the ad-hoc simulators (available at [138]) developed by Cazzaniga-Pescini (written
in C, with parallelism given by MPI) to simulate certain stochastic processes in
biology (see [62, 64, 63, 65, 66]).

Further developments were made during those years applied to the modelling of
biological phenomena, as the simulator of stochastic processes Cyto-sim [67, 145],
based on the formal model presented in [68] .

Another important field related with P systems appeared between 2004 and
2006, membrane algorithms [70, 71, 72, 69], providing new approaches to attack
NP-complete optimization problems using ingredients from Membrane computing.
In [69] some solutions for TSP were presented, along with a software tool (in Java),
to simulate several variants of these devices.

Along with the previous tools for cell-like P systems, many others emerged
during this period for other types of devices. Thus, in [73] it was presented a
simulator for tissue-like P systems [74], formalism presenting a graph structure
(instead of the tree-based one of cell-like P systems), used to solve NP-complete
problems as in [75]. Similarly, in 2008 a tool for the simulation and verification of
Spiking neural P systems [76] was developed [77]. Additionally, a third novel type
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of P systems, the conformon P systems [79, 80], received a special attention, hence
leading to the appearance of a first simulator [78] to handle them, being applied
to the study of biochemical processes with implications in medicine [81].

Apart from pure simulators, other tools were also developed during thee period.
Thus, concerning the graphical representation of P systems in relation with plant
modelling, several works [82, 83, 84, 85] deepened into the works conducted by
Geourgiou et al. in the previous generation. Other works were devoted to the
simulation of P systems by other computing models, for instance by means of
multi/agent systems [86], aiming to exploit the inherent parallelism of membrane
computing solutions through a distributed application.

Another great example of the trend within this period, as a paradigmatic case
passing from particular to general, it is worth highlighting the open source project
Xholon [146], general-purpose software for modelling, transformation, and simula-
tion not only for P systems but for a broader range of computing models including
finite state machines, cellular automata and agent based systems. Based on XML
and Java, it supports the Unified Modeling Language (UML) 2.1, systems biology
modelling including SBML, and other models and tools.

And we could not finish our overview of this period without mentioning another
ambitious open source project within the area of Membrane computing: P-lingua
[87, 89]. It aimed to become a standard for the specification/definition of P systems,
providing a whole framework including from a programming/specification language
for different types and variants of P systems, to a number of simulators for those
variants, with different tools for parsing/debugging or export of P systems in
different formats to increase interoperability with other software.

To end up with this stage, it is worth mentioning a remarkable fact, while not
representative from the period and not software related, given its possible signif-
icance for the future: a first in vitro “implementation” of a kind of membrane
computing device, using test tubes as membranes and DNA molecules as objects,
evolving under the control of enzymes. A more precise introductory explanation
can be found at [7], and the details in [90, 91]. Despite some difficulties and limi-
tations, there is no doubt about the relevance of the achievements reached by that
project.

4 A third step: the era of applications

As explained in the previous section, the second period in the simulation of P
system implied the development of general purpose simulators and tools, aimed to
provide the P systems researchers and developers software that they could adapt
to analyse their specific P systems under study, instead of being developed for
a specific system. The next step in the natural evolution of these devices is, not
surprisingly, crossing the barrier of the assistants for the Membrane computing
community, so that they can act as useful tools for people working in other dis-
ciplines, from researchers to managers in companies or institutions, that can take
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advantage of the solutions based on P systems to solve their problems, not focused
in the internal details provided by these tools but receiving the software delivered
as black boxes that they can use as practical aids in their decision-making pro-
cesses. It is what we could somehow call the era of applications, putting the results
of our research and findings at disposal of a much broader community of researchers
and, in general, at disposal of the society.

It is unknown in Membrane computing community if we will see a real imple-
mentation of P systems, beyond the attempts commented in previous stages, with
their actual power and efficiency in the new few decades. We do not know if we
will have those machines able to solve NP-complete problems in polynomial time,
in many cases even linear time, but does that not necessarily mean we will have to
wait until that moment in biochemical technology to find some relevant use of P
systems. As Babbage kept working on his ideas, not simply waiting until the pre-
cise moment when Turing, Von Neumann and their contemporaries witnessed the
first electronic computers based on similar principles, membrane computing must
keep moving, finding new ways to provide a step further. Researchers keep looking
for frontiers of the practical tractability of very relevant problems through different
variants of P systems, and explore ways for their practical implementation. But
additionally we can say today that we have provided some conceptual and prac-
tical tools that can help solving real problems, as the computational modelling of
certain phenomena that have been shown to be approachable with the techniques
and software tools developed. Novel modelling approaches and conceptual and
software tools have been delivered, some of them showing desirable features more
suitable to address certain modelling problems that would be significantly harder
to handle with more traditional tools. In the last decade we have seen different
examples in this sense both at micro and macro levels.

Last year, 2016, a new survey was published analysing the state of the art in
the simulation of P systems [8], providing a rich list of sources up to 2016, so
it would not be worth detailing the same study here, but we will briefly outline
some facts of the most recent progress in this topic. Additionally, as the branch
of Membrane computing and in particular the simulation of P systems seems to
be maintaining a good health, we will add some more recent advances appeared
within the last year.

Some of the main results within this third stage were, not surprisingly, conse-
quence of the achievements in the previous stage, to develop the conceptual and
software tools deepening into the study of different modelling approaches. A good
example of this transition from previous works was MetaPlab [142], a computa-
tional framework for MP systems, moving several steps forward wit respect to the
first simulator [54] based on the metabolic algorithm introduced in [56], developed
in the previous stage. Many successful applications of MP systems can be found
at [141, 142], with special attention at biomedical studies at a micro level.

Another exponent of this trend was the development of a family of software
applications (EcoSim) to model and simulate the population dynamics of differ-
ent ecosystems, by using the simulation engines provided by P-Lingua framework
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[87, 89, 147]. The identification of common needs for the simulation of those differ-
ent phenomena, along with any other P systems covered by the framework, led to
the appearance of MeCoSim [92, 148], allowing the customisation, by simple config-
uration, of apps adapted to each particular problem, having all the infrastructure
of P-Lingua framework available for parsing, debugging, simulation, verification,
and providing a GUI with custom input and output tables, charts, graphs, visu-
alization of structures and connectors with external tools as invariants detectors
or model checkers. The disposal of this generic infrastructure boosted the study
of different real problems, mostly using probabilistic P systems (known as PDP
systems) applied to ecosystems ([94, 95, 96], among many others) and other fields
([97, 98, 99]), once the researchers could focus on the specificities of their particular
problems and not in the software implementation of the tools needed. Addition-
ally, a protocol was designed [100] to standardise the modelling process by PDP
systems, from the problem to the software solution customised for the specific
scenario under study. Another work [101] focused on the calibration of the pa-
rameters in ecosystems modelling based on P systems. A recent book chapter [11]
summarised the main facts and case studies in PDP systems modelling.

And if at a macro level the simulation of ecosystems through P systems follow-
ing a probabilistic approach experienced a significant growth with major achieve-
ments, at a micro level the success of the studies within systems and synthetic
biology using P systems following a stochastic approach was remarkable. These sig-
nificant contributions were supported by solid tools developed with Infobiotics
Workbench [102, 149]. This software, aimed “to facilitate the incremental modelling
and rapid prototyping of multi-compartment systems”, accepting two languages to
describe the biological models: an extension of SBML (that could be generated from
CellDesigner) and a domain specific language (DSL), implementing lattice pop-
ulation P systems [93]. As the authors mention, “the reactions described (using
the DSL language) in these models can be organized in modules (parametrisable
sets of reactions), which promote (sub)model reuse and hence facilitate debugging
of model entities capturing biological functions”.

Some other works appeared during this period, focused on the simulation of
numerical P systems, as it was the case in [103] or [104]. It was applied to the
simulation of robots in [105], and later simulators were developed in sequential
[151] and parallel [106] variants (this one based on GPU cards).

A later contribution, by 2014, to the practical application of membrane com-
puting in biology, making use of P-Lingua framework, was MeCoGUI [150], in-
corporating probabilistic guarded P systems[107]. This application was used re-
cently for the simulation of the ecosystem of Pieris napi oleracea in eastern North
America[108, 152]. Additionally, another interesting application related with the
study of regenerative processes using these tools was recently published [109].

The following year, 2015, other biological applications at a micro level ap-
peared. Thus, a new simulator of P systems was developed in [110] to study the
evolution of the resistance of certain organisms/parasites against antibiotics. Si-
multaneously, in [111] the authors studied new techniques for solving a Mitogen Ac-
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tivated Protein Kinases (MAPK) cascade by means of P systems, using P-Lingua
and MeCoSim. Other applications emerged in 2016 and 2017 [112, 113, 114, 115]
and will continue appearing. Additionally, new approaches for the simulation of P
systems keep coming up, as it is the case of an interesting agent-based simulator
for kernel P systems with division rules [116], from the same team that also de-
veloped kPWorkbench [117, 153], providing another interesting set of tools for the
simulation and verification of kernel P systems.

To continue with a fair outline of the achievements on this era, we cannot
reduce our mentions to biological applications, because a big amount of efforts
and remarkable results were made within a complementary research line: the de-
velopment of simulation tools taking advantage of the inherent parallelism of P
systems by their simulation on parallel architectures. An extensive survey on this
topic was presented in 2015 [9], summarising the simulation tools making use of
parallel technologies, more specifically those based on GPU devices. Among other
works detailed there, we can recall the line followed along PMCGPU project [154].
Please look for the details about parallel simulators in [9], including among others
[118, 119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128]. Some more recent results
appear after that surveys, including [10, 129].

Apart from those novel technologies applied to the simulation of different types
of P systems, the research line started with P-Lingua framework kept including
new variants along the years, as tissue P systems with cell division [130], spiking
neural P systems [131], tissue P systems with cell separation [132], cell-like P sys-
tems with symport/antiport rules [133], and more recently cell-like SN P systems
[134].

And if we started this survey talking about super-cells, the original name of
P systems that opening the title of the paper, we think it would be fair closing
this overview of simulators in membrane computing paying a special attention to
one of the most recent promising research lines within the area: the control of
robots and robotic swarms. Over the last few years this path is being intensively
explored in different groups from Romania to China. Thus appeared in 2015 Lulu
[135], an open-source simulator for P colonies, XP colonies and colonies of XP
colonies (P swarms), applied to the control of single and multiple robots. See [155]
for additional information about the software and its use, that can be downloaded
from [156]. In 2016 an application of XP colonies with robotic swarms appeared
[136], and this year, 2017, they presented a book [4] collecting the most relevant
information from their works about distributed control of robotic swarms using
membrane computing.

In the last few years, other works have analysed the different simulation tools
appeared in membrane computing over the last two decades. As far as we are
concerned, the last survey is [8] in 2016, as commented at the beginning of this
section. That work provides an excellent source, listing the main contributions,
describing the simulators and classifying them in categories depending degree of
generality, applications addressed, etc. As the authors highlight, their paper is
an attempt to provide the details of the tools that are available for membrane
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computing... On one hand we have tools that are being used for specific type of P
Systems or the tools which have a specific application. On the other hand there are
tools which are comparatively generic in nature. Further this paper lists the tools
that have been designed and developed to be used for the biological applications
of P Systems. In fact, the idea of deploying in this work a web tool aiming to
stay updated came after reading this extensive analysis in that survey, which also
included a useful timeline from 2000 to 2015. We observed the convenience of such
a line to visualize the evolution in the simulators, and at the same time we saw it
was practically impossible to provide all the tools in a static picture, both due to
its inherently dynamic nature (given the number of tools still under construction
and to be developed), and because of the space limitation. Thus, we considered
an interactive tool aiming to keep updated could fill that gap for members of
membrane computing community and for people approaching the discipline for
the first time and aiming to see what happened in the past and what is going on
up to now.

5 An on-line tool to explore the timeline

Along this work we have recalled the main periods in the evolution of Membrane
computing, in relation with the development of software tools for the modelling,
simulation and verification of P systems, as well as their use for the practical solu-
tion of relevant problems. The main references within this field has been outlined,
pointing towards collective volumes and survey works have discussed in more depth
each of the periods since the inception of the discipline in 1998.

As made significantly evident in previous sections, the last two decades have
been very prolific in terms of the number of tools for the modelling and simulation
within the area of membrane computing. A good measure is the number of works
outlined throughout this paper, and the presence of several survey papers every
few years to try to summarise the new contributions taking place and highlight
the main achievements within each period.

Thus, it was not the goal of this work in the bulletin to repeat those deeper
works in the analysis of the simulation tools, but simply putting all of them to-
gether, trying to show the whole picture. And as this whole picture is dynamic and
will continue growing, we thought a suitable tool to handle this evolution in the
simulation tools would be an interactive tool that we could keep updated. Thus,
a web resource has been prepared and put at disposal of the community, in order
to have an updated source with the main results in the simulation of P systems in
an interactive way.

Thus, the tool shared online is as shown in Fig. 1, presented as a separate web.
As we can see, it presents a line that we can follow, move, zoom in/out, etc. to
explore the evolution of the different contributions over the years. Additionally,
the central part shows the details of a specific publication or site, some labels
depending on the type of resource, and possible links to external resources. We
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can click on each separate publication in th timeline, or start navigating to the
left or right to go through each single register sorted by publication date.

Fig. 1. Timeline - isolated

Additionally, the inclusion of this timeline within any other web resource is
straightforward, and we not only allow its sharing through other sites but also
encourages the community to do it. Please do not hesitate to contact the authors to
share the minimal details needed to include this resource in your site if considered
convenient (of course, the styles to present the same tools in other sites can be
changed through css). In Fig. 2 we can see the timeline included in the site of the
Research Group on Natural Computing.

Fig. 2. Timeline - embedded

This timeline tool has been deployed in the website of RGNC at
http://www.gcn.us.es/SimulationMC [157].
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6 Conclusion

The crucial role played by the tools to aid in the tasks of modelling, simulation,
verification, etc. of models within the area of membrane computing has been made
clear along the last two decades. The evolution of the tools from pedagogical
helpers to the current frameworks for the actual solution of practical problems, real
applications, reinforces the relevance of these tools to complement the theoretical
studies essential for the robustness of the achievements in the discipline.

As highlighted in the previous sections, the aim of this survey is to serve as
an updated source for members inside and outside the community of membrane
computing interested in the simulation of P systems, so we encourage again the
reader to contact the authors if some errors or missing resources are detected and
you consider they should be included in this text, considering it is within the scope
of this work.
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